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Welcome to the fifth edition of our newsletter.

Aurelia Bioscience continues to grow its CRO reputation working with life science clients. The projects are 

predominantly concerned with the development and use of high quality bio-assays to screen small molecules for 

relevant activity as potential hit/lead compounds in drug discovery programmes. To enhance our capabilities and 

capacity we have added both to our technical platform and also taken on high quality scientific staff, as highlighted 

in this and previous newsletters. As a further enhancement we are delighted to have now partnered with 

Charnwood Molecular, a chemistry company with wide experience of delivering synthetic and medicinal chemistry 

requirements to life science companies. This gives clients an opportunity to have their bio-assays, screening, 

medicinal chemistry and synthetic chemistry needs for an early stage drug discovery project sourced in an efficient, 

joined up manner.

We are always happy to have further discussions concerning your bio-molecular assay and compound screening 

requirements so please contact us at info@aureliabio.com.

      Gary Allenby                Kathy Dodgson               Kevin Hart www.Aureliabio.com

follow us on Twitter @Aureliabio

Strategic Partnership - Charnwood Molecular and Aurelia Bioscience Strengthen Ties

Aurelia Bioscience is strengthening its alliance with Charnwood Molecular, a leading chemistry CRO. They also have 

laboratories at BioCity Nottingham, and the closer ties will enable more efficient global delivery of  discovery 

projects to Pharmaceutical and Biotechnology clients. Focused, property-appropriate compounds for client projects 

are provided through the expertise of the Medicinal Chemistry team at Charnwood Molecular. The team boasts 

chemists from both large pharma and small start-up biotechnology companies, with proven track records across a 

range of therapeutic areas. Working at the same site enables the SME partners to accelerate Discovery programs 

through agile design cycles combined with high value scientific input, key components which both companies see 

as vital ingredients for successful project delivery.



              Robin Wilkes (Charnwood Molecular) and Kevin Hart (Aurelia Bioscience)

New scientific staff at Aurelia Bioscience.

Matt Vassey  - Senior Research Scientist.

After completing a microbiology degree, Matt moved to Public Health England where he worked on a range of 

projects in emerging diseases. After completing his Ph.D at the Centre for Biomolecular Science, University of 

Nottingham, studying the host-pathogen interaction of meningococcal infection, he joined Aurelia Bioscience as a 

Senior Research Scientist to help develop a novel 3D cell culture technology and evaluate the various applications 

in R&D programs. Email Matt at vassey@aureliabio.com
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Sylvia Salter - Senior Research Scientist

Sylvia is a highly experienced, industry trained cell biologist and drug discovery scientist with experience gained in 

pharmaceutical and contract research organisations. She has worked in Respiratory and Inflammatory diseases at 

AstraZeneca Charnwood, gaining skills in the identification, validation and progression of new drug targets. 

Starting as a molecular biologist, she subsequently gained experience of compound screening in the Hit-to-Lead 

team, followed by target validation projects and further assay development experience. Additional experience was 

gained through two periods of employment at the University of Nottingham in the areas of Biochemistry and 

Nutritional Science. Email Sylivia at salter@aureliabio.com

Louise Healy - Senior  Research  Scientist

Louise has over 12 years experience in scientific research with specialist knowledge in Immunology. She 

completed her PhD in Immunology at Kings in 2005, then worked as a cellular biology research scientist at UCB in 

Slough for 8 years. Louise supported early phase research projects through to compounds entering the clinic, 

using a range of in vitro techniques and human cell based assays. She measured multiple aspects of cell biology 

including differentiation, proliferation, activation, cytokine production and extracellular matrix production. Louise 

joined Aurelia Bioscience in January 2016. Email Louise at healy@aureliabio.com.



Updated website

Aurelia Bioscience has an updated website: 

www.aureliabio.com. Please visit it for more detailed 

information on the services we provide.

IT infrastructure upgrade

Aurelia Bioscience is upgrading its computing and IT 

facilities. This includes a high end work station to 

enable more complex data and image analysis of 3-D 

cell growth and an automated data back up system 

provided by Basic Business Systems, Nottingham.

Publications

ELRIG meeting, Telford  UK, Sept 2015.

Aurelia Bioscience scientists presented two posters at 

this years ELRIG meeting :-

1/ Phenotypic screening of iPS-derived 

cardiomyocyte toxicity in a novel 3D cell culture 

system. Vassey et al.

2/ Implementation of the Tecan D300 digital 

dispenser improves accuracy and reproducibility of 

concentration response curves. Doidge et al.

Genetic Engineering News Jan 2016

Gary discusses novel 3D cell-based approaches using 

microscaffolds in this article in Genetic Engineering 

News.

Meetings Attended in 2015

Life Technologies (ThermoFisher) LifeLab™ 

Pluripotent Stem Cell Workshop, Glasgow (October 

6th-8th)

Matt recently attended this stem cell workshop run 

by Life Technologies where he spent 3 days 

developing practical skills in pluripotent stem cell 

biology. The focus of the course was on the isolation, 

reprogramming and characterisation of embryonic 

stem cells (ESC’s) and induced pluripotent stem cells 

(iPSC’s). It provided an invaluable experience to gain 

experience with the latest techniques in this new and 

rapidly growing area.

CRO Consortium Meeting, Lund Sweden Oct 2015

BioPharm America, Boston USA Sept 2015

BioEurope 2015, Munich Germany Nov 2015

One Nucleus Genesis 2015, London UK, Dec 2015

Find us at the following 

meetings in 2016:

• Elrig 'Back to Biology', 

Trent Vinyard 

Nottingham UK

• Biotrinity 2016, London 

UK April 25-27 2016

Contact information :-

Aurelia Bioscience Ltd

Biocity Nottingham

Pennyfoot Street

Nottingham NG1 1GF.   UK

info@aureliabio.com

+44 (0)115 8370503

Web site :- 

www.aureliabio.com

For scientific enquiries :-

Gary Allenby PhD   

Chief Scientific Officer

allenby@aureliabio.com    +44

(0)770 305 8062

For general enquiries :-

Kevin Hart PhD   



• EFMC-ISMC 2016- XXIV 

EFMC International 

Symposium on Medicinal 

Chemistry, Manchester 

UK, Aug 28- Sep 1 2016

• Elrig Drug Discovery 

2016, Liverpool UK, Oct 

13-14 2016

Managing Director

hart@aureliabio.com   

+44(0)115 837 0503

We gratefully acknowledge grant 

support from Innovate UK.
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